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Norms for Rounds 
(Bold text are ideas from our group, italicized text reflects  

additional norms that have supported the process in other contexts) 
Observations 

Non evaluative (descriptive observation 
not judgement) 

Based on a regular day – authentic 
Observations are connected to the FOL 

 
Observations recorded in writing 

Based on evidence (what you see, hear) 
Focused on the three key questions; 

What is the task? 
What are students saying and doing? 
What are teachers saying and doing? 

Descriptive, Non-judgmental – objective 
 

Debrief 
Listen 

Evidence based 
 
Look for evidence related to the learning 
Members (including host teachers) share 

observations 
Identify patterns linked to the FOL 

Sets stage for  the next level of work 

 

Climate 
Collaborative not competitive 

Honesty 
Respect each other 

Open to learning 
Enjoy 

Support each other in a constructive, 
positive way 
Take a risk 

Find inspiration 
Don’t be afraid to ask for help 

Moving forward through learning from 
each other. 

Classroom Interactions 
Interactions with students with the 

permission of the host teacher and as 
directed by the teacher 

 
Visitors are guests 

Visitors are non-intrusive to the teaching 
and learning or to student/teacher 

interactions 
Visitors  are  attentive/reflective listeners -  

no  side bars 
Limited group size 3-6 per class 

Spread out within the class 

 

Confidentiality 
What happens in Rounds stays at Rounds 

Visitors do not share information about persons, schools and issues outside the debriefing 
Observations shared during the debriefing session only 

 

Theory of Action 

If students, teachers and principals develop their competencies in learning, implementing and modeling the core 

practices of assessment for learning; then principals and teachers will improve learning for all and students will 

learn to be more independent learners. 
Overview of Our Day 

What are we learning?  

 What does it look like to learn, implement and model the core practices of assessment for 
learning? 

 Dialogue with someone else who has a similar personal learning goal - share strategies, 
lessons learned, challenges 

 
Review and discussion of focus of learning:  

 FOL: How do students know and understand the goals and criteria that support their 
learning? 

 Develop a question you have about the focus of learning and share it with 2 other people 
– how does this relate to your personal learning goal? 

Learning to See, Unlearning to Judge 

 Jigsaw components of Rounds Observations (Judgment vs Non-Judgmental, Why 
Description?, Evidence Police, Large Grain vs Fine Grain) 

 
Overview of lessons and contexts (hosts) 

 Hosts to share details about the class context (class size, relevant student information), 
what they have been learning about and strategies they have been using that connect 
with the focus of learning, name the learning goal and criteria that is a part of this learning 
so far 

 Hosts are invited to share explicitly what they are curious about (e.g., I've been trying 
_________ and I'm wondering about this_________ (something connected to the focus of 
learning or generally about assessment for learning) 

 What questions are we asking students during observations? 
 

Review of norms for Instructional Rounds 

Classroom observations 

 What are students saying and doing? What are teachers saying and doing? What is the 
task? 

 Putting into practice what we learned this AM 
 

Observation Debrief – making connections to the TOA & our FOL 

 Sharing of observations – description of what we saw collectively 

 Moving toward analysis – analyze the picture this evidence presents 

 Prediction – If you were a student in these classes and you did everything you were 
expected to do, what would you know and be able to do? 
 

Next Level of Work 

 Responding to what our hosts are curious about  

 Generalizing specific next steps to undertake with our own classes 

 What aspects of the core practices of A4L do you have the most questions about? 

 Individual and group learning goals – moving toward Thursday 

 

Questions & Notes  
Working toward a common understanding  

Welcome to Don Klinger & Jamie Pyper from Queen’s University 
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Class 1 Class 2 

What is the task? 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the task? 
 

What is the teacher saying and doing? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the teacher saying and doing? 
 

What are the students saying and doing? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What are the students saying and doing? 
 

 

 




